Br) in semitransparent biological equivalent media. The main focus of this work is to characterize the CLI when the sources are at the depth comparable with the range of beta particles. The experimental results were compared with Monte Carlo (MC) simulation results to fine tune the simulation parameters to better model the phantom materials. This approach can be applied to estimate the CLI performance for different phantom materials and isotopes. This work also demonstrates some unique properties of high energy beta particles that can be beneficial for CLI, including the possibility to utilize the betas escaped from the object for imaging purposes.
Introduction
Cherenkov luminescence imaging (CLI) is an imaging technique based on the Cherenkov effect, 1 which is an emission of electromagnetic radiation [or Cherenkov radiation (CR)] by a charged particle moving through a medium faster than phase velocity of light in that medium. Its application to in vivo and in vitro imaging of the positron-emitting radiotracers (e.g., ½ 18 FFDG) was introduced in 2009. 2, 3 Recently, several groups have demonstrated and characterized the use of CLI to measure the distribution of beta-emitting radionuclides (both positron and electron) in small animals by optical imaging systems. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] These studies demonstrated that a wide variety of beta-emitting radionuclides (including 18 F, 13 N, 64 Cu, 89 Zr, 90 Y, 124 I, 131 I, and 177 Lu) can be used for CLI. In the studies reported by Mitchell et al. and Gill et al., 7, 8 the light output from the CR in transparent media was estimated using GEANT4-based Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. In Ref. 9 , the characteristics of CLI in biological tissue were characterized using results from similar MC simulations convolved with parametrized tissue optical properties. The reported deviation between the experiment and simulation results demonstrates the complexity of modeling optical properties of biological tissues and their effects on CLI.
Despite these prior efforts, it is unclear which isotope is most suitable for a given type of in vivo CLI study because the answer is not obvious. While high energy betas provide higher CR output, the large beta particle ranges can reduce CLI resolution. The "Cherenkov emission range" (or "CR range") here and after means a range of the particle until its energy drops below the CR production energy threshold for this medium (e.g., for water the minimal energy for a beta particle is 260 keV). However, in common biological tissues, the CLI resolution is limited primarily by the strong light scattering (e.g., for epidermis and dermis at 577 nm the scattering lengths are 0.08 and 0.05 mm, respectively 10 ). Thus, for the sources where their depths are significantly larger than the mean beta particle CR range, CLI resolution is predominantly limited by the diffusion of the CR photons rather than by beta-particle CR ranges. Otherwise, CLI resolution for the sources in relatively shallow (compared to the mean beta particle CR range) depth is affected by both the beta particle CR range and the medium's optical properties.
While MC simulation techniques have been widely used to study many physical and biological interactions, their applications to modeling CR in biological tissues have a few intrinsic problems. First of all, to get a correct "CR cones," an "actual" trajectory of the beta particle should be simulated. Due to the infinite range of the Coulomb potential and, thus, large number of possible interactions, conventional event-by-event MC simulations are not possible, and some integral algorithms (where the changes in beta particles energy and direction accumulated along the simulation step will be applied in the next step) should be used. Although those semiempirical algorithms work well for many applications (such as energy deposit, beam transmission, straggling, and so on), they do not simulate an "actual" smooth beta particle trajectory. Second, the Frank-Tamm equation 11 (used in all MC codes) E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 3 2 6 ; 2 3 2
was derived with the following assumptions: the charge q moves with the constant speed β ¼ v∕c along a straight line in a uniform medium with a uniform index of refraction nðωÞ; and there is no light attention or scattering in media. All of these conditions are barely satisfied in any biological tissue. In most MC codes, it is assumed that these conditions are satisfied locally in small simulation steps. Although the Cherenkov effect is on the border between quantum mechanics and classical electrodynamics, it is more on the classical side. This gives additional problems in using Eq. (1) locally: it can be applied only on the distances where: (1) a large amount of photons will be produced (to legitimize the transition from wave to photons); and (2) the index of refraction (macroscopic value) has a sensible meaning. "Wave-to-photon" transition also has a problem for MC. First of all, CR is an interference of the spherical polarization waves produced in dielectric by an electric field around the moving charge and, thus, there is no particular point for the CR photons emission. Second, some "loading" distance in trajectory is needed to excite polarization waves. Thus, an actual particle trajectory is not so important, but it is important that some of the particle positions produce an interference with the other previous positions. Following the most popular graphic explanation of CR (see Fig. 1 ), the secondary polarization waves for the trajectory 2 can be grouped in many ways (see Fig. 1 on the right). All of these partitions give the same CR cones with an axis that is not along the actual particle velocities but rather along the mean displacement. Thus, it should not be surprising that the direct implementation of Eq. (1) in MC simulations will lead to an overestimation of the CR output. This is a possible explanation for the overestimation reported in Ref. 12 (one of the most accurate and quantitative modeling of the CR production that we know) where the authors attributed the discrepancy to potential calibration error of the imager. Since the small fluctuation in trajectory may be not so important for CR, the straight beta particles trajectory approach may be a reasonable approximation. Especially if we take into account that most of the beta particles scatterings are the scattering on small angles. This follows from the Mott differential cross section for the Coulomb scattering E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 6 3 ; 2 3 7
where E is the particle energy, and θ is the scattering angle. Also from Eq. (2) it follows that scattering rather happens at low beta energies (∼E −2 ), thus, at the end of the trajectory where the CR emission will be minimal. Thus, statistically, the beta particle scattering can be ignored as it was demonstrated in our previous work. 13 Also in this work, a straight trajectory approximation demonstrates reasonable results for the analytical calculations of the point spread functions for the CR sources in transparent media.
In this work, we studied the light output and image resolution for five radionuclides ( 18 F, 64 Cu, 198 Au, 32 P, and 76 Br) in tissueequivalent phantoms. We combine both MC simulation and experimentally measured data to characterize CLI with respect to the beta particle end-point energy. This is an extension of our previous work 13 where we studied the CLI of beta sources in transparent media. This work expands previous consideration to the semitransparent media, particular, to the characteristics of CLI when the depths of the radioactive sources are comparable to the mean beta particle CR range in the media. The reason that we are particularly interested in the behavior of CLI in this shallow depth is because the directional nature of CR in transparent media causes "flashlight effect." 13 That is, if there is no light scattering in a media, the only CR photons that can be detected by the camera are the photons emitted by the particles moving toward camera (within range of angles determined by the CR cone angle and camera's aperture). Although the scattering of the light photons in semitransparent media should washout this effect, CR photons emitted by the particles moving toward the camera near the surface of the media will be less subjected to the absorption and scattering by the tissue. For this reason, the primary interest of this work is the case where the mean particle CR range is comparable with the source depth. Also, the goal of this work was to develop the simulation procedure that helps to predict/estimate CLI performance for the biological tissues with known optical properties.
Here is a summary for the questions to be answered: (1) what isotope is better for CLI? (2) is it possible to improve CLI resolution using different spectral region? and (3) can optical transducers (proposed in Ref. 13 ) be used for the CLI enhancement?
Experiment
In our experiments, we used an IVIS Lumina II XR System (Caliper Life Sciences, now PerkinElmer): an optical imaging system equipped with a thermoelectrically cooled CCD camera of 1024 × 1024 pixels and widely used in biological research. All images were obtained at the highest imager table position (field of view "A": 5 cm × 5 cm) with 5-min exposure time. The "medium" bin size (2 × 2 pixels per bin) was used to reduce statistical noise. Imaging in different spectrum regions was acquired using four default IVIS transmission filters: GFP (515 to 575 nm), DsRed (575 to 650 nm), Cy5.5 (695 to 770 nm), and ICG (810 to 875 nm).
The following beta-emitting radionuclides were used: 64 Cu, 18 F, 198 Au, 32 P, and 76 Br. Corresponding beta-emission intensity I, mean E mean , and end-point E end energies of beta particles are presented in Table 1 . Energy spectra of these isotopes are shown in Fig. 2 .
Point sources of each of these radionuclides were created by the evaporation of a ∼1-μL droplet of the solution containing radioactivity on the surface of acrylic plate (ρ ¼ 1.2 g∕cm 3 ; n ¼ 1.5; 3 mm thick). This procedure creates a point source of ∼1 mm in diameter with activity ranging from 0.04 to 3 MBq. (Since the activity concentration of 198 Au in solution was very low, the evaporation procedure was repeated a few times until the total activity became 0.1 MBq.) After the water evaporation, each source was secured by the Scotch "Magic tape" 7.7 mg∕cm 2 , ∼0.04 mm thick (Fig. 3 ). The activity of all sources (except 32 P) was measured by dropping the sealed point source along with the acrylic plate into a dose calibrator which typically has an accuracy of within 10% of its reading (see Table 1 ). In the case of 32 P, we do not have any instrument that can measure the radioactivity of a sealed source directly. Therefore, we relied on the volumetric measurement of the droplet times the "known" radioactivity concentration of the whole stock solution. Presented activity is an activity at the production time. Experimental results were decay-corrected to an actual experiment time.
The size of the point source was estimated by: (1) apparent droplet size on the surface before evaporation; and (2) by CLI of the source plates without any phantom (or "0" layers phantom, where the only source of CR is the Scotch tape over the source). As it was shown in Ref. 13 , distribution of the CR emitted from the tape reproduces approximately the activity distribution on the acrylic plate. The CR profiles of the "0" layer phantoms are presented in Fig. 4 . The corresponding full widths at the half maximum (FWHM) are shown in the plots.
Our investigation requires access to phantoms that mimic biological tissues and meet the following requirements: (1) they should be uniform, stable in shape, and contents; (2) their thickness should be easily adjustable; (3) their parameters should remain unchanged during experiment; and (4) they should be readily available and reproducible. Fresh and frozen biological tissues do not meet these requirements. Through trial and error, we have identified that sliced bologna sausage to be the most readily available and reproducible phantom materials for our CLI experiments. Sliced bologna (∼1.05 g∕cm 3 ) has relatively uniform and stable structure that allows easy slice addition and removal to control the phantom thickness. For the experiments, we selected the samples with similar thickness based on the slice weight (∼0.18 AE 0.04 g∕cm 2 , which corresponds to ∼1.7 AE 0.4 mm in thickness). Each slice was laid on top of a "white light table" to ensure no irregularity in the light transmission or "microscopic holes" that allow direct light leakage. Since the stopping power for beta particles (<4 MeV) is mostly determined by the mean ionization potential, the beta energy loss is primarily determined by the water content of the medium. For this reason, bologna (60% of water with a variety of organic molecules) and biological tissues should have similar beta particle stopping properties {e.g., the difference in electron stopping powers for 0.5 MeV between compound [60% of water + 40% of (─CH 2 ─)] and NIST TISSUE SOFT (ICRP) is only 2% 23 }. Bologna phantom also Rough activity estimation. Fig. 2 Beta energy spectra of radioisotopes used in this study (plots are created using data from Refs. 14-22). has both strong light absorption and light scattering that mimic the biological tissue optical properties. Phantoms used in this work were not intended to reproduce the optical properties of a particular type of tissues, but rather used for comparison of the CLI characteristics for the different isotopes in a reproducible manner and also to validate the models used in MC simulations.
We emulate the source depth by adding one by one bologna slices on the top of the source plate (see Fig. 3 ). To avoid the air bubbles between the layers, we always follow the following procedure carefully. We bent a bologna slice and laid its center down first and then applied pressure from the center toward the edges to push air out of the surfaces in between. The oily surface of the bologna slices offers strong surface tension/adhesion and helps to provide good optical coupling between slices. (We practiced this procedure by laying down a bologna slice onto the surface of a clear plastic plate to ensure that we did not trap any air bubble in-between. With this procedure, we never see any irregularities in radiance images of the phantoms.)
Because some of the high energy betas can escape from the surface of the bologna phantom, we also imaged the phantoms under a microscope glass slide (1 mm thick: 2.28 g∕cm 3 ). The glass slide acts as a transparent optical transducer with a high index of refraction (n ¼ 1.52) that produces an additional CR generated by the escaped beta particles, thus, increasing the total light output. More detailed explanation and demonstration of the transducer concept were presented in Ref. 13 .
Maximum radiance and FWHM were used for CLI images quantification. Since some of the experimental radiance profiles (from the low energy isotopes with more than two layers of bologna) have very low intensity, the background radiation subtraction was very important. For this reason, radiance profiles from the obtained CLIs were fitted by the function combined from two Gaussian ("low" and "high" resolution) and a constant background. Maximum radiance and FWHM were estimated from this function after the background was subtracted. The error bars are taken from the comparison of the fitted profiles and the actual distributions (with and without background). An example of the CLI (superimposed on the "white field" photograph) with actual and fitted radiance profiles is shown in Fig. 5 .
Monte Carlo Simulations
As mentioned before, continuous slowdown of the particle velocity and medium absorption should decrease the loading distance for the possible CR generation. Thus, it can be expected that the light output obtained in experiments will be smaller than those in MC simulations. In our MC simulations, the following approximation was used: CR output is only proportional to Eq. (1) and the coefficient of the proportionality will be obtained from the experiment.
MC simulations were carried out only for three isotopes: 18 F, 32 P, and 76 Br. (The other two isotopes are similar to 18 F in energy.) For the photon propagation, we have used our MC code developed for the investigation of the optical (in infrared region) properties of the biological tissues. 24 Those properties are: index of refraction n; asymmetry coefficient g; absorption μ a , and scattering μ s coefficients. The code simulates the light propagation (including reflection) through flat slabs of media (including tissues of different thickness assuming there is no air bubble trapped between adjacent bologna slices). Optical properties were adjusted as variables in the iterative MC simulations to improve the consistency with the experimental data. To simplify and, thus, accelerate simulations, the code exploits only the Fresnel's reflection/transition coefficients for nonpolarized light, Snell's law for the transition, and Henyey-Greenstein phase function for the light scattering. Henyey-Greenstein phase function is a single-parameter analytic form for the anisotropic scattering given as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 3 ; 6 3 ; 7 5 2 pðθÞ ¼
where θ is the scattering angle, and g is the asymmetry factor. The code simulates propagation of photons in a stack (in z-direction) of infinite (in x-and y-directions) slabs of different tissues. The code outputs are the light distributions on the top (top) and the bottom (bottom) surfaces of the whole stack. This code was modified for the CR generated inside the phantom. A multilayer bologna phantom was considered as a single slab. Thus, only three slabs were used in simulations: acrylic base; Scotch tape; and a phantom with a thickness of N-layers. "Base" and "tape" are crystal clear and have no dispersion. CR photons were generated in the following approximations: (1) linear trajectories of the beta particles; (2) the beta particle stopping power −dE∕dx is calculated in a "constant slow down approximation" for the "NIST TISSUE SOFT (ICRP)"; 23 (3) CR photons are generated along the beta particle trajectory (simulation step is 0.1 mm) with an emission angle cos θ ¼ ½nβðEÞ −1 ; (4) the number of CR photons in a single simulation step was proportional to ∼1 −½nβðEÞ −2 ; (5) the index of refraction n was constant in the selected spectral region. Proportionality was used to overcome a statistical limitation for the Frank-Tamm Eq. (1). Thus, the simulated light output should be scaled to the experimental results. In this work, a single scaling factor was used for all isotopes, all spectral regions, and all phantoms. The beta energy spectrum, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] the number of photons, and the Cherenkov angle θ for a given beta energy were digitized with 1-keV simulation bins. The diameters of the simulated sources were assumed to be equal to the corresponding FWHMs of the experimental radiance profiles of the "0 layer" images (see Fig. 4 ).
Two types of the "top" radiance distributions were considered: (1) a distribution of the photons that pass through the tissue; and (2) a distribution of the photons that were collected by the camera above (with objective lens d ¼ 4 cm at H ¼ 12 cm). There was not any tissue surface properties emulation. The first distribution can be considered as a case of the "white" surface: every photon is uniformly scattered in 2π and the number of the detected photon will be proportional to the solid angle of the objective lens; while the second distribution can be considered as a case of an ideal surface without any scattering. The phantom used in this study is better described by the first case (white surface) while the glass-like materials in Ref. 13 is better represented by the second case.
To save simulation time, an adaptive number of decay (maximum 2 × 10 8 decays) was used for every set of the input parameters (phantom thickness, n, g, μ a , μ a ) to keep, if it possible, a statistical error better than 3% (at least for the maximum radiance). Data outputs were normalized to the number of the simulated decays. The thickness of the phantom was counted in the unit of 1.7-mm thick layer of the NIST TISSUE SOFT (ICRP) 23 with density ρ ¼ 1.05 g∕cm 3 .
Results and Discussion
As it was expected, there was not a single set of optical parameters that can describe our experimental results for the different isotopes. For this reason, the experimental data were emulated using a sum of four different sets of optical parameters (emulation of four spectral regions used in the experiment) with the corresponding contribution factors. It was assumed that those factors are independent from the beta energies and material thickness. Since those four sets of parameters were compared with four spectral interval used in IVIS imager, "spectral" regions were named according to the filter names used in experiments (from "blue" to "red"): "GFP," "DsRed," "Cy5.5," and "ICG." To simplify the simulations, index of refraction n and asymmetry factor g were fixed to 1.4 and 0.8 correspondingly. From the experimental data for "0 layer" [see Fig. 6(a) ], it can be seen that the spectral region contributions were almost similar for all three isotopes: 0.4/0.3/0.2/0.1. Thus, the same contribution factors (or fraction) were also fixed in our simulations.
Spectral measurement for every source (see Fig. 6 ) gives some estimation for the absorption coefficients that can be used as starting points for the MC iterations. Due to the complexity of the multiparameter fitting to the multidata sets (slices and isotopes), here only a few iterations were done for the demonstration purposes only.
The experimental radiance profiles for the first three layers are shown in Fig. 7 . These profiles were compared with the resulting MC profiles obtained with the fitted optical parameters [fraction, n, μ a (cm Maximum radiance and FWHM obtained in the experiments are shown in Fig. 8 . Examples of the MC simulated profiles (sum of all four spectral regions) are shown in Fig. 9 .
The comparison of the MC simulated (lines) and experimental (dots) values is shown in Fig. 10 . The mean deviation between the MC simulated and the experimentally measured peak radiance from the 18 F, 32 P, and 76 Br sources are 13%, 39%, and 29% of the MC simulated values. Since the peak of the detected CR profiles after several layers of bologna can span a large dynamic range (several orders of magnitude), a less than 30% error presents a small deviation in a semilog plot as shown in Fig. 10(a) . It should be noted that the experimentally measured peak radiance of the 32 P source will be in better agreement with the MC calculation if the actual activity of the 32 P source was 1.5 times of the value estimated from the stock solution's activity concentration (mean deviation will be 11%). The potential factors that may lead to the errors in the estimate of the total activity in the 32 P source include: buffer evaporation; nonuniform activity distribution inside the vial; pipetted volume deviated from the pipet setting due to different viscosity of the buffer solution from the calibration solution; and so on. Both the uncorrected experimental data and the corrected data are included in Fig. 10(a) for reference. It should also be noted that the assumption of a higher activity of the 32 P source (∼1.3) also improves the results previously presented in Ref. 13 where the same 32 P source was used. The FWHMs in Fig. 10 (b) also demonstrate a good agreement between the experimental and MC results, except for 18 F with 2 and, especially, three layers of bologna phantoms. The discrepancy can be explained by the extremely low CR light intensities (or pixel values) of those images (see Fig. 7 ). Although the sources can still be clearly seen and provide correct estimation of the maximum radiance, it was difficult to quantify the FWHMs and the FWTMs of these sources. The shoulders of those distribution profiles are dominated by the noise (presumably produced by the electrons from the 511-keV gamma interactions). To subtract this background correctly, much higher image statistic is needed while we were limited by the maximum possible camera exposure time (<10 min) and by the maximum available activity concentration.
As it was expected, 76 Br has the largest penetration depth (among all radionuclides tested) for CLI. An interesting finding is that the growth rate of FWHM for isotopes 18 F and 32 P are similar: ∼1.3 mm∕layer. It makes 32 P isotope the best in terms of the light output and resolution for the relatively thick phantoms (three to six layers). A second interesting finding is that, while originally the worst isotope in terms of image resolution, 76 Br becomes a more preferable isotope when the source depth is more than six layers deep.
The hope that CLI in the "blue" or other spectral regions can provide better resolution was supported neither by the experiments nor by the simulations. Although there is a minor improvement in FWHMs in the "blue" region (∼20% less than the "mean"), this improvement is not so impressive because of significant loss in the light output (less than 10% of the total flux when using no filter). This makes spectral CLI unpractical. (Although, it should be stated that this statement is only for our phantom, this may not be the case for some materials with very specific optical properties).
Application of the transducers on the phantom surface for the low energy isotopes demonstrates minor improvement in the light output even for a one-layer phantom (only a few percent in max radiance) and there are no detectable changes for twoand three-layer phantoms. This means that after one layer of medium, the CLI is governed by the light diffusion only. At the same time the radiance profiles for 32 P and 76 Br (see Fig. 11 ) demonstrate up to ∼30% improvement in the light output (with minor improvement in resolution). This improvement can be even more significant for the optically dark materials where the transducer will act rather as beta imager (as an example-CLI of the 32 P sources in nontransparent media presented in Ref. 13 ). The pair of measurements with and without transducer opens a new possibility for biological imaging applications. The difference between these two images provides an "escaped beta CLI image" (EB CLI). EB CLI can be obtained also in a single measurement, if the CR light escaping from the phantom surface is blocked by a thin layer of aluminum foil (nontransparent for the light but transparent for the high energy betas). The simplest example of using EB CLI is an estimation of the minimal depth of the source. Using a few "spacers" (with known beta stopping power) of different thickness between the phantom and a "sealed" transducer, the thickness of the "spacer" with which CLI image can no longer be measured will provide an estimation of the minimal source depth in tissue. Unfortunately, EB CLI does not provide the maximum depth of the source in tissues that may be more important biologically (e.g., for estimating the melanoma invasion depth). Nevertheless, the information contents of CLI and EB CLI are different and can, theoretically, be extracted for further exploration. We should note again that conclusions made here are only for the phantom used in our experiments and the results for the materials with other optical properties can be different. As it was shown in this paper CLI of other materials with known optical properties can be estimated by our code with the help of experimental data for parameters fitting and model improvement.
Conclusion
CLI is a simple and effective imaging tool for studying biomedical tissues qualitative. At the same time, quantitative analysis of the CL images is a challenge without prior knowledge of the optical properties of the tissues being studied. In this work, we present an approach that uses experimental data of the sample materials to fine tune MC simulation parameters in order to estimate the CLI performance for different materials and isotopes.
The MC code and our approach demonstrate good results not only for our semitransparent tissue-equivalent experiments but also for the transparent media as it was presented in Ref. 13 . Although it was expected that the fitting parameters for the CR generation can be different for different materials, the same fitting works well for all isotopes and several materials used in this study (including transparent materials such as acrylic glass). The materials that we have tested so far all have similar stopping powers for the beta particles. Thus, its applicability to a broader range of materials is unknown. Nevertheless, the code can be used not only for the prediction of the CLI quality for the objects with known optical properties but also for the validation of the optical properties of unknown tissues under investigation.
Although the choice of isotope for a given study or application definitely depends on the object size and its optical properties, there is some advantages to use isotopes with mean beta ranges that are comparable with the source depth.
As it was mentioned before, the hope that CLI in "blue" or other spectral regions can provide better resolution was not supported by our experimental or simulation results. In our study, the "blue" filtration reduces the CLI intensity by a factor of 10 with a mere 20% improvement in FWHM.
Optical transducers provide some improvement in CLI for high energy beta-emitters. The use of transducers opens some opportunities for new approaches in CLI. De facto they are simple beta imagers that can be applied in situ and that can provide valuable information about objects.
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